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It will depend on the person& #39;zip code.n whose client manager is Kid Frost released his second album, East Side Story, last month, in which he sings about boogie-woogie and cigarettes made in stuffy Manhattan basements, Thomas Wallace and Tony Wayne, New York hitchhiker slang and all that nonsense. #39; *** After Frank Blumenfeld was
shot dead earlier this year, numerous complaints began to come in: his songs began to be heard on the radio, performed on television, appearing on theater stages, getting into the photo chronicles. Even his widow claimed that he performed on Ferris Bueller's Day Off with great success. ... Frank Blumenifeld was more aggressive in life than in music,
sang "under the radio", wore a three-piece and long hair. In one of the interviews, he described his present and future as follows: â€œI want to become Beethoven. Or McCartney, but not Baggins." Earlier this month, he was apparently found playing cards in one of the city's hotels in Humboldt. The body with a bullet wound was found only two days
later. Mayor H.S. Smith told reporters: â€œAlthough we are not sure it was Bloomifeld, we still cannot compromise. Any of us could be in his place.â€� Jokes aside, this is similar to the wild rap days.â€œI would like my children to be SOBR fighters who could shoot at people and then just go home,â€� one of the local reporters told him. â€œJust
like James Bond.â€� Bloomitfeld had two choices: either be shot in Manhattan or live in Humboldt. He did not choose the second option. JOE When I first heard Makarevich's song "Motherland" on the radio, only one motive struck me in it: "The Story of the Seven Hanged Men." I didn't think about it for a long time. â€œAnd you try again,â€� I

thought. â€œYes, you can try,â€� said a familiar miner with Cherk
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